
 

 

TITLE:    Vice President – Product Development 

REPORT TO:  Chief Business Development Officer  

DIRECT REPORTS: Internal design and project management team 

 

Infantino, a leading infant toy and juvenile products manufacturer based in San Diego is searching for a 
Vice President of Product Development (VPPD) who will champion practical innovation and drive a 
creative Product Development culture.  The VPPD will demonstrate an exceptional product sense and a 
passion for creating thoughtfully designed infant and juvenile products that enhance the parenting 
experience.   

 

POSITION OVERVIEW 

The VPPD position resides in San Diego, CA Headquarters and is closely aligned with executive team. The 
design and development staff is centered in Chicago, and a key objective for this role is to ensure a 
strong vision is created to bridge thinking and creative culture in both locations.  Regular travel to the 
Chicago office is required.  Additionally, some Asian travel for collaborative connection and execution of 
the line is required.   

The ideal candidate will: 

 Be a strong, creative leader and manager of people with the capacity to inspire a creative staff 
to great outcomes with the ability to connect key functional teams in the development process. 

 Drive collaboration and coordination across teams in various geographies, with the diverse skills 
necessary to deliver an exceptional consumer experience.  

 Be firmly committed to the common goals of the team, and not afraid to roll up their sleeves 

 Have experience in both hard good and soft good development 

 Be flexible and enjoy a “startup” mentality and fast paced environment 

 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:  

Innovation  

 Catalyst for industry leading new product innovation  
 Research trends, competition and resources necessary to provoke product innovation.  
 Actively work to build and mentor a highly motivated, enthusiastic product development team 

to bring innovative and breakthrough product solutions to market.   
 Lead and inspire a creative team culture - bring new concepts, product ideas and a strong point 

of view to the ideation and development process.  
 



Execution 

 Lead and implement a unified product development process by managing internal and external 
resources, across countries and functions, from ideation through to end of life. 

 Plan and deliver product designs which meet the performance, cost, schedule and quality 
expectations consistent with the brand.  

 Communicate in a consistent and timely manner all progress and issues that arise in 
development within the team 

 Protect all intellectual property and secure exclusivity of all ideation where possible 
 Drive execution by leveraging Asian development resources efficiently and effectively.  

Leadership 

 Promote and foster a collaborative environment across all disciplines as a means to work within 
the New Product Develop process and ensure successful execution of development projects  

 Build and lead a high performing internal team of product designers and project management 
staff, while also leveraging external industrial designers, product designers, and vendor/factory 
resources to develop compelling new products 

 Continually work toward refinement of the development process to ensure the highest 
efficiency of resource allocation and the overall success of new product development projects  

 Assist the senior management team in the formulation of company strategy 

POSITION QUALIFICATIONS:  

 Strong business acumen in balance with creative capability 
 Demonstrated team building and sustaining skills  
 Proactively champion new ideas and initiatives to create an environment that supports 

innovation  
 Experience and success with managing multiple projects and people at the same time  
 Must possess strong communication and presentation skills consistent with engaging all levels of 

the organization  

POSITION REQUIREMENTS:  

Education / Experience:  

 Bachelor’s Degree in Industrial Design or a related field.  
 10+ years of professional experience managing product development teams ideally gained in the 

Juvenile products or Infant Toy industry.  
 Ability to engage, lead and drive execution of both domestic and Asian design team on a daily 

basis.  
 Exceptional Business and financial acumen.  
 Experience building new business partnerships both domestic and international.  
 Experience globally sourcing and managing developers, vendors and internal resources. 
 Up to 20% domestic and international travel 

 

 


